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Workplace Reform and International Competitiveness: 
the Case of New Zealand 

Peter Enderwi~ck• 

The Porter Report recommends New Zealand businesses pursue a strategy of high 
value added through upgrading competitive advantage. Central to such a strategy is the 
refotm of workplace relations. This paper posits two possible models for refotm: one based 
on Japanese type practices~· the other building on the Australian refotnz experience. The 
discussion suggests the need for reforms based primarily at the level of the .enterprise and 
conducive to behaviour which assists improvements in quality, innovation, product 
differentiation and flexibility. 

Introduction 

The publication last year of the Port·er Project report (Crocombe, Enright and Porter, 
1991) has focused attention on the question of New Zealand's international competitiveness. 
The report highlights New Zealand's poor relative economic perfo1mance which manifests 
itself at the most general level as a decline in the relative standard of living, as approximated 
by per capita GDP, &om the ·world's third highest in 1950 to twenty-third by 1987. More 
specifically, the economy has also experienced low productivity growth, rising unemployment, 
declining relative wages, balance of payments problems and v.ery high levels of foreign debt 

According to the Porter Report the reasons for this poor perfot mance are both 
structural and institutional. Structurally, New 'Zealand's export sector is overly specialised 
with a very high degree of dependency on a narrow range of primary commodities. Within 
these industries we are competitive only in the low value added stages (production, 
harvesting, slaughtering) and we have failed to capture the more profitable stages (adding 
value through branding and downstream activities like ·marketing, servicing, etc.). 

Institutional factors influencing New Zealand's poor perfoirnance include low lev·els 
of R&D expenditure, capital market weaknesses, low levels of new business fonnation, low 
education participation rates, a relativ·ely poorly qualified workforce and fractious labour 
relations. 

The Poner Repon recommends significant changes in both these areas in an anempt 
to create a new conceptioQ. of international trade and business within New Zealand, one 
founded on a more sustainable basis than simply relative commodity costs. 

The intention of this paper is to examine the strategic thrust of the Porter Repon with 
a particular focus on its implications for workplace relations and the reform of current work 
practices. Section II outlines the idea of increasing value added, while the implications of this 
for cotpOrate strategy are the subject of Section m. Options for reorganising workplace 
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relations to underpin a strategy of higher value added are considered in Section IV. Section 
V compares two popular alternatives in workplace refozm, the Japanese and Australian 
models, in an attempt to identify a strategy consistent with the needs of New Zealand 
business. Concluding comments afe contained in Section VI. 

The move to a value added economy 

The deregulation which has swept through the New Zealand economy has brought 
significant changes in business strategies~ In large part the .restructuring which has occurred 
since the mid-1980s is a response to the distorted cost and revenue positions created by a 
legacy of protectionism. 

We can delineate three likely stages to this restructuring. The frrst is a. commitment. 
to rationalisation which manifests itself as labour shedding and plant closure in the private 
sector. The second stage, characteristic of a large number of New Zealand companies at the 
pvesent time, is one in which the view that cost containment is the key to survival prevails. 
With continuing slow growth, increasing competition and government disengagement it is not 
surprising that New Zealand companies see cost levels and control as the most important 
factors affecting business success (Akoorie and Enderwick, 1991; Task Fofce on International 
Competitiveness, 1989). The third stage will be a recognition that a cost position is rarely 
sufficient for long te1rn survival or success. For an economy like New Zealand a more fobust 
competitive position must be built on productivity, quality and product differentiation. 

It is the latter stage, and a strategy of higher value added, that the Porter Report 
advocates. More than 70 percent of New Zealand's export earnings come from basic 
,commodities which are subject to only minimal processing. While the export of unprocessed 
commodities offers advantages of low marketing cost and high levels of substitutability 
between markets, it also brings a number of significant problems. Commodity markets are 
volatile, sn1all suppliers li~e New Zealand tend to be price takers, high levels of competition 
and minimal entry barriers mean margins are narrow, competition is based primarily on price 
(and cost) and there is little opportunity for building product loyalty or market knowledg~e. 

The move towards high value added and diff:erentiated products is a way of ovefcoming these 
problems. 

However, the Porter Report offers very little indication of how such a strategy could 
be achieved. The idea of value added seems to encompass three distinct, but related, 
developments. The frrst, and the most feasible, is the adding of value through further 
processing of exports like timber, meat and dairy products. Such a move could add 
significantly to export earnings. In forestry for example, incr~eased processing and marketing 
of wood products could increase forecast export earnings by $1 billion by the year 2000 and 
an additional $2.1 billion by 2010 (MORST, 1991).. 

The second involves the fostering of industry clusters built around areas of existing 
strength to encourage greater local sourcing of inputs and the development of a broad skill 
base. A notable feature of many industries in New Zealand is their truncated development 
with an emphasis on largely unprocessed exports and very little indigenous development in 
related industries. This would be true of industries like computer software, engineering 
consultancy and venison. Some limited cluster development has occurred in industri~es like 
tourism, fishing, boat building and cut flowers. 

The third, and most radical, alternative in added value involves the creation of 
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completely new competitive industries. Computer software is ,a recent but successful industry 
within New Zealand (New Zealand Market Development Board, 1988). Suggestions made 
,a few years ago for the creation of an internationally competitive money market based in New 
Zealand are ,a good example of the difficulty of identifying potentially successful activities, 
particularly when these are unrelated to existing areas of strength. 

Of these three strategies the most feasible is probably the first, increased value added 
by existing companies. There is some evidence to suppon this belief. A study of successful 
New Zealand exporters found that the likelihood of in~ernational success was positively 
related to investment in innovation and marketing activity (Trade Development Board, 1990). 
An analysis of overseas investment by major New Zealand companies suggests that those 
most likely to succeed build upon a strong knowledge base of domestic industry experience 
and overseas market awareness (Akoorie, 1991). This suggests the utility of an incremental 
approach to the intemationalisation of business. This is least likely to apply to a cluster type 
development or to the creation of entirely new internationally competitive fnms and 
industries. 

Strategy of the value adding firm 

The transition from a model of the cost oriented N~ew Zealand company involvep. in 
minimal processing to one seeking to achieve high value added implies strategic changes at 
two levels. At the macro-level ,government policies have, since 1984, engineered a massive 
deregulation and liberalisation of the New Zealand economy. The principal elements of these 
policies have been the ~elimination of import licences and the reduction of tariffs, the 
abandonment of price controls, the removal of restrictions on foreign exchange and a 
liberalisation of policies with regard ·to inward investment, the development of a new 
competitive framework based on the 1986 Commerce Act and specific policies targeted 
towards individual industries and, in particular, the state sector. 

At the micro-level those companies that have sought to liestructure by increasingly 
adding value have focused on raising quality, innovation, p~oduct differentiation and 
flexibility. Through liberalisation of the economy New Zealand producers have been exposed 
to increased levels of overseas competition both abroad and at home. 

One of the effects of international competition, and particularly Japanese competition, 
has been to establish product quality as the primary basis for competition. This has led to 
a new conception of product development and marketing. 'The relationship between price and 
quality has also changed. The Western view that higher quality means high cost and price 
has been disproved by Japanese producers who have demonstrated that higher quality can 
actually mean lower cost and competitive pricing. The elevation of quality has significant 
implications for operations management. Production goals, traditionally based on output 
maximisation, give way to a concern with optimising quality, even at the expense of quantity. 
Functional tasks such as quality control which, traditionally, take place upon completion of 
the production cycle are replaced by in-process quality ~control with employees assuming 
responsibility for quality .. 

Second, when a strategy of value added involves cluster development or the creation 
of new products or processes, innovation plays a central role. This is likely to necessitate 
significant changes in company organisation and management. A fmn seeking to stimulate 
and commercialise creative behaviour will encourage cooperative behaviour and a long tetm 
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orientation carefully balancing both processes and results. The fu'In will be characterised by 
a high degree of risk seeking behaviour and the acceptance as normal of uncertainty, 
ambiguity and change. The successful innovative organisation will encourage group based 
achievements, ·multiskilling., equitable and flexible compensation schemes and broad career 
paths with the aim of fostering infotmation sharing and risk taking. 

The third area of significant change is ·marketing. For a fmn pursuing a strategy based 
on innovation and quality as opposed to simply cost, there are strong incentives to invest in 
product dif£erentiation and effective marketing. The size of New Zealand companies and 
limited opportunities for achieving economies of scale within New Zealand mean that many 
companies will seek international 'niche markets' where they can enjoy a degree of 
competitive shelter. 

A niching strategy appears to comprise four crucial ~elements. First, niche marketing 
involves avoiding competition with marketers serving the larger or mass market. It implies 
targeting limited segments within a larger market Because these segments have differing 
needs compared to the ·main market, a niche marketer can enjoy a degree of isolation. 
Second, a niche strategy necessitates an element of flexibility. Mass mark~eters may not be 
abl~e to completely satisfy small segments of their market while satisfYing the needs of the 
mass market. The flexibility of niche strategists enables them to adapt to fully meet the needs 
of more customised segments. Third, a successful nicher must dev~elop a close understanding 
of, and relationship with, customers. In the extreme this relationship becomes one of 
'supplying solutions' and constitutes a powerful disincentive to competitors. Fourth, the 
dynamic natufe of markets means that niches can appear and disappear with considerable 
speed. Mass marketers can adapt products in modular fotxn to better meet the needs of 
specialised segments. The need to clearly monitor market trends is a paramount one. 
Unfortunately, because niche marketers focus on limited market segments they may be 
oblivious to opportunities outside these segments or the evolution of broader market tfends. 
Furthetrnore, since niche marketers avoid direct competition ·with mass marketers they may 
fail to study the competitive dynamics of both finns and markets. 

The fourth area of change is in regard to flexibility. The pursuit of flexibility has been 
a primary motive in macroeconomic refotnl. Policy refotm of the monetary and goods sectors 
of the New Zealand economy occurred at an early stage. More recently refotin of the labour 
market has been justified on two principal grounds.. The frrst is that the full benefits of 
deregulation will only be achiev,ed if it encompasses all three major sectors, monetary, goods 
and labour. Thus, labour market refotnl is a necessary condition for successful refonn in the 
rest of the economy. The second argument, which has received considerable support in 
Europe (Boyer, 1988) is that labour market refotnl is a desirable end in itself. Advocates of 
this argument highlight the faster pace, and lower ,cost, of recovery from rec,ession which is 
achievable in an economy with a high degree of labour market flexibility (Blandy and Baker, 
1988). Flexibility is a means of facilitating adjustment to changing business conditions and 
becomes a quasi-dynamic efficiency measure. 

Flexibility has th~ee principal dimensions. The first is numerical flexibility and relates 
to the movement of labour and the ease with which a fum can adjust the size of its 
workforce. It is along this dimension that most legislative and policy refonns at the national 
level are aimed. Second, there is functional flexibility which relates, at the level of the fum, 
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Table 1 Sources of labour aaarket lalleldbWty, policy rtlpO"'tr' aad carpont.e liiltiatiJitm 

Type and Sources of lnflelibility 

1. NUMERICAL FLEXlBTUTY 

labour mobility 

Legislation/union nlles on job security 

2. FUNCTIONAL FLEXTRn..ITY 

Skills levels 

Retninm,g difficulues. 

Union provisions on job control. 

Multi-union ·representation. 

Organisational and teChnical constn.iniS. 

AgreemeniS on hours worked. 

3. WAGE FLEXTRIUTY 

Wage bargainmg processes. 

Principal arcu of imp.ct 

Non ICCeleratin.& inflation r11e of 
lD1employment (NAIR'U) 

Ease of ldjusanent within the firm. 

NAIRU 

Ease of ldjusancnt within lhe finn. 
Labour costs. 

'Dcmacation issues. 
Wage pattern bargaininc. 
Inter-union displteS. 
Level of bargautinc costs. 

Choice of technology and producuon 
l'*oasses. 

Responsiveness of fum to chmgc:s in 
demand. 
Need for numerical adjustment. 

Cost compeotiveness. 
Cotpora&c survivala:nd the linking ·of 
payment 'to pafonuance. 

Policy Resoonses 

Reduction in real level of welfare benefits. 
Redundancy funds. 
Superannuation tranJ fenbili ty. 

Easing of legislative constn.ints. 
Review of lhe Hale decision. 
Legislation facilitating 1the refonn of union-management 
bargaining. 

Provision of inccntiveslpro,grammes for tnining. 

Reduction in umon power. 
Refonn of union·management bargaining. 

Refonn of trade union representation 
Reform of trade union government 
Chmges in lhe disuibunon of dispute com. 
Stale Sector Act,g 1988. 
lAbour Relanons Amendment bill. 

Invesanc:rn incentives. 

Easing of legislative constraints. 

Changes in union re.gutration rules. 
RealigJD1tc:nt of mc:mbe1ship coverage. 
Easing of provisiOT\$ on fm wages, closed shop, blanket 
coverage. 
Co1potatuation md chmges in the state model. 

Coaporate Sntqses 

lntra·firm mobilil)'. 
Lahour displacmg investmenL 

Core/peripheral workforce. 
Temporary/p.n-time employmenL 
External sourcing. 

Poaching employees. 
Move towards muhiskilling. 
Corelocriuheral workforce. 

Non-uniorusm. 
Single union agreaueaus. 
Extc:mal sourcing to non-unioniscd 
labour. 

Non un1on1sm. 
Sin&le WlKnUSm. 

No aaike a&Jeeme:uta. 
• S wcethean dealt •. 
EruerpriJc blrJauUnJ. 

New f<HiiiS of tcchno&o&Y and production. 
Extanal sourc:ing. 

Enterpnse bargainin1. 
Wort.fon:e segmcntaDOn. 

Enta 111 ise bargaininc. 
Growth of infonnal b.fcaining. 
Concession barglininc. 
Two--tier 1~11. 
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to the deployment of labour and encompasses hours worked, degree of skilling and differential 
tetnts and conditions. These two dimensions may be equated with inter- and intra-fu1n or 
external and internal flexibility. The third dimension of flexibility is in teuns of relative wage 
rates. While there will always be, under a market system, significant wage diffefences, 
r~elati ve wage flexibility is concerned with the stability of wage relativities and, in particular, 
the sensitivity of diffelientials to changes in demands and supply. 

Table 1 above provides a summary of the major sources of labour market inflexibility 
grouped within the three areas of numerical, functional and wage flexibility. Also shown are 
the principal areas in which constraints impact and pertinent policy .responses and corporate 
strategies. 

The principal sources of numerical flexibility relate to labour mobility and legislative 
and union-detetnlined rules on job security. Their impact is both macro (NAIRU) and micro 
(the ability of the fmn to adjust the size of its workforce). There are a number of policy 
initiatives which could be implemented in this area. Labour mobility could be facilitated by 
increased provision for redundancy, perhaps through a national scheme., the easing of barriers 
on the portability of pensions and reductions in the real level of welfare benefits. A review 
of legislative consttaints, particularly the Hale1 ruling, and mov~es to encourage the refot.rn 
of union-management bargaining are also appropriat~e. 

Corporate strategies to overcome this constraint include the encouragement of intra
fmn mobility and investment which replaces labour skills that are in short supply,. The 
attraction of suitably skilled labour appears to be the major constraint facing New Zealand 
companies (Savage, 1989). Wher~e fmns experience legislative or union-imposed barri~ers to 
numerical adjustment they may resort to a bifurcation of the production process combining 
a small skill-specific core workforce enjoying a high degree of employment security with a 
secondary or peripheral workfofce not covered by the same provisions. Depending on the 
source of the constraint, increased reliance on temporary workers, part-time workers or the 
externalisation of the adjustment process to subcontractors or home workers may occur. 

Table 1 identifi,es five principal sources of functional inflexibility: skill levels and 
retraining difficulties; union provisions on job control; ·multiple unionism; organisational and 
technical constraints; and rigidity of hours worked. Again, these constraints have both a 
macro and micro impact. Policy responses in this area focus on the reduction of union power 
and the refotr.n of union-management relations. This was the thrust of change in industrial 
relations legislation in the UK during the 1980s which reduced union power through balloting 
provisions, increased liability of unions to civil action and limitations on pre-entry closed 
shops and strike action,. Within New Zealand the emphasis has been on refo1m of the state 
sector and bargaining more generally through the Employment Contracts Act 1991. 

Employers have responded to functional inflexibility in a variety of ways. The most 
innovative sttategies have been based on ~enterprise agreements which have ~embodied non
unionism or single union ~epresentation, fiX~ed period agreements, no strike or binding 
arbitration pfovisions, and the liriking of training and multi-skilling to reward systems. This 
model has been pioneered by Japanese companies operating in the UK (Buckley and 
Enderwick, 1985; Oliver and Wilkinson, 1988) and the USA (Johnson, 1988; Matsuura, 1984; 
Sethi et al., 1984). 

Wage flexibility, the third flexibility dimension identified in Table 1, is ofconsiderab~~e 
interest at the present time. This is because much of New Zealand business in its efforts to 

1 Wellington Caretakers • IUW v. G N Hale & Son Ltd [ 1991] 4 NZELC 95y3l 0 
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restructure is ~currently at the stage of cost control and containment. For many New Zealand 
companies cost containment is a necessity for survival and for some the basis for longer te11n 
success. While cost considerations will always be important they are not likely to retain their 
pre-eminence in the future as competitors exploit more durable bases of competitive 
advantage. Corporate sttategies to increase wage flexibility may assume a number of fotrns. 
In the US concession bargaining and two-tier agreements have occurred (Linsenmayer, 1986; 
Kassalow, 1988).. Within New Zealand there has been a growth in informal arrangements 
such as individual agiieements and house agreements (Blandy and Baker, 1988; Easton, 1987). 
The problem is that these arrangements have tended to supplement rather than replace 
nationally agreed minimum awards. 

As well as labour flexibility on the input side, fnrns may seek to build a competitive 
advantage around output flexibility and the ability to adapt to changing market needs 
(Carlsson, 1989).. The focus of flexibility in New Zealand has been primarily on operational 
and tactical aspects. The levels of output typically achieved by New 'Zealand companies 
means that considerable investment in new flexible pfoduction sys~ems can rarely be justified. 
Rather, the priority has been to free up the labour factor. Similarly, there has been very little 
attention paid to longer tet 111 or strategic flexibility and the questions firms face in positioning 
themselves to introduce new products or technologies or develop new markets. This is a 
serious oversight in the light of the very close relationship which is likely to exist between 
this type of flexibility and a niche market strategy. It may be that the emphasis of New 
Zealand companies on increasing flexibility to accommodate risk as opposed to uncertainty 
is a legacy of the pervasive protectionism which ensued, between 1938 and 1984, an 
environment which minimised radical change and the process of strategic competition. 

Alternatives in the r~eorganisati~on of workplace relations 

The changes outlined above are both fundamental and far reaching. What unites them 
is the centrality of the labour factor. ~clearly, quality pi"oduction, innovation, marketing and 
flexibility are all activities heavily dependent on the labour factor, and particularly highly 
skilled labour. In tenns of reorganising workplace relations we may distinguish three broad 
options: - investment and technical change; 

- intensification of the work process; and 
- refon11 of the work process. 

A strategy of investment and technical change involves a significant change in 
production methods achi~eved tmough capital investment usually in advanced technologies. 
Current computer based manufacturing systems offer ~considerable ~cost savings while 
providing both ~enhanced flexibility and integration, particularly of material and infotmation 
flows.. In contrast to simple mechanism, computer-based automation allows a reduction of 
all cost elements including labour, capital, inventory, energy and raw materials, and product 
development without any sacrifice in quality. 

Intensification of the labour process seeks an increase in productivity in the absence 
of new investment or fundamental reorganisation of the work process. Intensification ~may 
assume a number of fo1ms. Labour cost and productivity have been tackled through an 
increased bifurcation of the labour force with a smaller core of petmanen't staff complemented 
by a peripheral segment engaged on a variety of contractual teiins. This contractual flexibility 
- the growing use of fixed tetm contracts, shift-working and part-time employment - have 
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been coupled with an incr~easing emphasis on flexible working practices. 
Refot rn of the work process is distinguished from the two preceding strategies in frrst, 

not requiring significant investment, and second, not necessarily implying an intensification 
of work. The focus is on reorganising the flow of work, the organisation of tasks, work 
responsibilities and job content. It generally involves a move towards team rather than 
individual work organisation, incxeased employee responsibility for quality and perhaps 
productivity, broader skill defmitions, a closer integration of work goals, appraisal and 
payment systems and new approaches to employee relations. 

These three strategic options ar~e contrasted along a range of dimensions in Table 2 
below. This table indicates that the choice of re-organisational strategy depends on a range 
of environmental factors and the enterprise's specific objectives .. From the perspective of the 
New Zealand enterprise seeking enhanced international competitiveness five points are 
paramount. 

First, it is apparent that the primary detextninant of the choice of restructuring mode 
should be the film's desired objectiv~e. For example, the choice of a strategy of intensification 
is prompted by a desire to reduce costs. Investment and technical change can bring benefits 
in the fottn of both lower cost and increased quality .. Refotm of the work process, if properly 
designed and implemented, can bring both these and enhanced employee commitment. 

Second, 'Table 2 suggests that where multipl~e objectives are being pursued trade offs 
may exist. For exampl~e, a strategy of intensification while offering the possibility of lower 
cost is also likely to mean lower quality. This is one reason why this strategy is most widely 
adopted in industries like clothing, producing low-technology, standardised products. 

Third, structural and environmental factors in New .Zealand t~end to discourage the 
selection of a strategy like investment and technical change. The high capital requirements 
of this mode mean that such investment must be spread over a large (and stable) output level. 
The cost of capital, small average size of New Zealand companies and output levels 
achievable in the domestic economy all work against a strategy of investment and technical 
change. Similarly, the high output level would require a volume oriented marlceting strategy, 
a strategy inconsistent with higher value added in the majority of New Zealand industries. 

Fourth, in teitns of the likely objectives of the value adding fnrn Table 2 reveals the 
considerable attractions of a strategy of work process refotm. This strategy involves modest 
capital outlays, brings potential benefits of cost reduction, quality and productivity 
improvement and an increase in employee commitn1ent. It can also bring benefits of 
flexibility, particularly functional flexibility. If correctly designed and operated the fn xn may 
gain longer teiin strategic benefits in the fo1m of a greater commitment to innovation and the 
acceptance of change and an enhanced ability to cope with a turbulent environment 

Fifth, it is also cl~ear from Table 2 that a strategy of refo1rning the work process has 
major implications for the initiating fum. It is likely to necessitate much closer relationships 
between management, employees and unions and to involv·e middle management in a new 
role, primarily a facilitative one. Major changes in the company's human resource 
management strategy and the locus of industrial relations are also called for. 
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'Table 2 Influences on the choice of workplace restructuring mode 

I 

Strategy Invesbnent Intensifteation Reform of the Work 
Technical Change Process 

Influencing Factor 
I 

Primary motives Cost Quality Cost Cost Quality 
Commitment 

I 

lnitiaring party Management Management Management 
Employees Union 

Impact on capital High Low Generally Low 

Impact on labour High (displaced) High High (largely 
(disadvantaged) beneficial) 

' 

Impact on Positive (labour I Positive in shon run Positive (labour I 

productivity displaced) 
I 

(labour intimidated) committed) 

~' Impact on Discourages process Discourages Encourages process 
innovation innovation innovation • • mnovatlon 

Impact on flexibili~ Varies, likely to be Low High. particularly 
low functional flexibility 

Impact on quality Positive Low (negative) Generally positive 

Desired output level High Medium-Low Varies. Flexible 
Specialisation 

I 

I 

Desired external Stable, strong Stable, or Twbulent, 
environment demand quantitative qualitative and 

• • quantitative vanabon 
I I 

variation 

Desired labour skills Technical Minimal craft Flexible 

Desired marketing Volume Volume Cost Quality Adaptability 
strategy 

Role of middle Monitoring Monitorin.g Facilitating 
management I Enforcing 

I 

I 

HRM strategy Unitarist Unitarist Pluralism 
Sophisticated 
Pateralism 

I 

IR locus Industry Industry Enterprise 
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Alternative models of workplace reform 

Table 2 and the preceding discussion suggest that if New Zealand companies seek to 
enhance their international competitiveness through a strategy of higher value added, major 
changes must occur in the organisation of the workplace. The pref:erred option appears to be 
one of refotr.n of the work process. It is relevant to ~consider the role models New Zealand 
competitors could tum to in the dev~elopment of new practices and structures. 

One sowce is overseas companies and particularly those that have internationalised 
their activities. In recent years the intemationalisation of Japanese companies has brought a 
new management paradigm with a range of practices of direct relevance in the pursuit of 
increased competitiveness (Enderwick, 1985). A second source is the experience of Australia 
which has been pursuing a national strategy of workplace refotm. In contrast to the Japanese 
model the Australian strategy has a much more centralised focus with considerable emphasis 
placed on consultative and coordinated change (National Labour Consultative Council, 1987). 

The Japanese model 

The Japanese model foitns the basis of an emergent and very different approach to 
management (Enderwick, 1991a). Table 3 below attempts to categorise the major elements 
of the model and relate these to both their weas of impact and transferability to the New 
Zealand situation. Table 3 reveals six principal points. 

First, the Japanese approach has its focus at the level of the individual firm. For a 
number of reasons this ·may be the appropriate locus for refo1m within New Zealand. New 
Zealand fums do not perceive government induced constraints as the major obstacles they 
face (Savage, 1989). For this reason legislative refox1n may be inferior to the refonns enacted 
by the fun1. Employers may be better placed to know (and initiate) the kind of refotms 
needed. New Zealand case studies undertaken by Blandy and B~er (1988) revealed that 
change in labour strategies were at least in part a function of changes in firms' product
market environments. This suggests the dangers of enacting labour market ~efotm in isolation 
from changes in a company''s product market. Finally, it is possible that policy reforms at 
the national level may be simply ineffective. Nickell (1985) has cast doubts on the net 
benefits of forcing refoun through legislation designed to encourage a management offensive 
against organised labour. More recent research suggests that such legislation might hav~e little 
or no impact anyway (Brown and Wadhwani, 1990). 

Second, present government policies appear as an attempt to avoid the problems 
associated with direct participation in the ~efo11n process. Rather, the intention is to create 
a pe1n1issive environment within which individual ~enterprises are expected to enact 
appropriate refoitns. Table 3 reveals a number of instances where these policies are 
inconsistent with elements of the Japanese model. This is particularly apparent with regard 
to lifetime employment assurnnces and the development of enterprise unions. The danger is 
that such policies will actually discourage reform along the appropriate lines and push fums 
back onto a path of cost (particularly labour cost) reduction. This might manifest itself as a 
bypassing of union structures and a reluctance to engage in meaningful bargaining. Such a 
limited attachment to ~employees and their representative structures would do nothing to foster 
quality production, skills development and the attainment of higher value added . 

• 
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Table 3 Elements of the Japanese management model: impact aod transferability to New Zealand 

ELEMENT OF JAPANESE DIR.ECI'ION AND TRANSFERABllJTY TO 
MANAGEMENT AREA OF IMPACT NEW ZEALAND 

Consensus decision-making and + functional flexibility Low? A function of 
bottom-up decision-making + information Sharing, implementation 

,quality 
+employee satisfaction 
+ acceptance of change 

Quality control circles + functional flexibility Medium. A function of 
+quality implementation and 
+integration of business operation 

functions 
I 

Team working + functional flexibility Low without changes in union 
+ infonnation sharing representation and pay systems 
+in process quality control 

• 

Enterprise unions + functional flexibility Low, present l~gislation may 
I 

' 
' 

I 

+ wage flexibility actually discourage it May 
I 

+ acceptance of change occur in modified foun. 

I 

Lifetime employment + fimctional flexibility Generally low and declining 
- nwnerical flexibility under present legislation. 
- wage flexibility I 

+ acceptance of change 
+innovation and risk taking 
+ training ,and skill 

acquisition I 

I 

Seniority-based promotion + functional flexibility Low 
- numerical flexibility 

I 

- wage flexibility 
- risk taking 

Use of subconttactors, + all fonns of flexibility Low/Medium 
disadvantaged groups + output variability Inlubited by quality 

concerns. 

' 

I 

Training by rotation + all forms of flexibility Low in the absence of changes 
+quality in union representation, pay 

I 

+ innovation and the systems. 
I 

acceptance of change 
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Third, Table 3 shows that the Japanese model can bring considerable benefits in the areas 
of quality and productivity improvement, innovation and employee involvement. The 
implementation of quality circles, team working and broad band skilling all facilitate 
functional flexibility, in for marion sharing and better monitoring of production quality. 
Japanese companies place considerable importance on trnining and skill development. In 
many companies training is a continuous process and is tied to multiple skill development. 

Employees may also benefit from the increased involvement that Japanese type practices 
bring. Central to the argument for employee involvement is the view that all employees have 
an important contribution to make to company objectives. Compani~es like Nissan take the 
view that "managing is about providing the practical means for all ~employees at all levels to 
contribute effectively to the principal objective of continuous quality impvovement" (Owen, 
1990:55). 

'The major way in which companies have sought to increase employee involvement has 
been the introduction of group or team ·working. Groups ~enjoy a high degree of autonomy 
and may assume responsibility f:or cost, quality, skills development, and recruitment. In many 
·cases tean1s have responsibility for improv~ements in these areas. Team organisation also 
assists communication and, in particular, creates a conduit for direct communication between 
management and team leaders independent of any management-union structure (Williams, 
Owen and Emerson, 1991; Wickens, 1987). Team organisation is also conducive to the 
development of specific task oriented groups such as quality circles and Kaizen (continuous 
improvement) groups. 

Fourth, Table 3 also makes it clear that there are significant barriers to the transfer of 
many of these practices. These barriers liesult in part from cultural factors. The importance 
of individualism within New Zealand is a potential obstacle to bottom up management and 
seniority based promotion. Existing institutional arrangements and conventions may limit the 
acceptance of enterprise unions or training by rotation. One implication of this is the very 
real danger that what will occur is selectiv~e transplantation whel'eby those elements of the 
Japanese model which are more readily transfetied, such as quality circl~es, will be adopted. 
The fact that most Japanese producers operating overseas are willing to incur considerable 
costs in implementing the Japanese model as a coherent package (including elements not 
listed in Table 3) suggests the ineffectiveness of partial transplant. 

Fifth, recent research suggests that elements of the Japanese model can be modified to 
take account of New Zealand conditions (Enderwick, 1991 b). In tettns of the appropriateness 
of the Japanese model the most significant aspects of New Zealand society and ~economy are 
its industrial relations system founded on the Anglo tradition, small average fum size and the 
absence of a close government-management relationship. If Japanese management is to 
flourish within New Zealand a greater ~emphasis must be given to group working, participation 
and decision-making. At the same time it is essential to retain individual creativity and 
entrepreneurship. Because of the greater uncertainty of the New Zealand ~economy, 
management needs to retain a high degree of flexibility and responsiveness. 

The Japanese management model as popularised is best suited to the needs of large 
companies. It is not clear a priori ·whether the adoption of these practices is easier or harder 
within small fi1 rns overseas. On the one hand, small finns have some advantages. They are 
less rigid, are better abl~e to implement participative decision-making and to utilise multi
skilled staff (Sonfield, 1984). On the other hand, small firms are less likely to be bound by 
union-imposed limits on functional flexibility and they may benefit more from government 
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policy which facilitates ~external (numerical) as opposed to internal (functional) flexibility. 
Funheintore, the full benefits of Japanese type management require adoption of all the 
component elements. Yet it is small ft.rmS that are most likely to be selective in their 
adoption. 

Recent research (EndeJWick, 199lb) reveals that quality is the principal motive for the 
adoption of Japanese type management practices within New Zealand. Within adopting 
companies there is a clear recognition that this is best achieved by empowering and involving 
all employees. Flexibility, training and employee involvement are not ends in themselves, 
rather they are valued for their contribution to quality and productivity. Team working 
provides an interesting ~example of the modification of Japanese management practices to suit 
the New Zealand environment. The persistence of occupational trade unions means that 
multi-skilling within teams is easier to achieve than multi-skilling across a plant. Similarly., 
quality circles are used in a purposive way being created when needed then disbanded. They 
are clearly problem- rather than process-centred 

Sixth, there are likely to be a number of limitations to any enterprise-based model. From 
a national perspective decentralised dere,gulation may not ensure adequate investment in 
training. In New Zealand there is something of a tradition of buying in scarce skills both on 
the intetnational market and in poaching from local firms. There may be a tendency for 
employers to 'fi,ee ride' on the training issue. There may be no opportunity for ensuring 
adequate measures of national consistency, accreditation or portability of skills in the absence 
of a national reform policy .. Enterprise refortn may jeopardise economic recovery if it does 
not result in an economically responsible overall wage lev~el. In New Zealand the government 
has focused on tight monetary control as an anti-inflationary stance, playing down the 
importance of wage led inflation. Similarly, the effects of enterprise based reform are likely 
to be less widespread with the primary benefits being restricted to initiating firms. Perhaps 
the major weakness from a national perspectiv~e is the danger that a policy of liberalisation 
and deregulation will not result in a movement towards a higher skilled, value adding 
economy. Rather, individual firms may seek to exploit the opportunity for reducing costs 
through wage reductions or a process of intensification. 

A second set of concerns relates to the implications of enterprise based reform for 
management Such a strategy requires substantial management time and effort and 'the 
assumption of functions like negotiation which previously occurred at the national level. 
Successful enterprise reforn1 calls for a new management-employee relationship, one based 
on a far greater sharing of info1ruation and an acceptance of the legitimate role of employees 
and their representatives. In the process of such a recognition supervisory staff and middle 
management may feel somewhat disenfranchised (Mirkin, 1990). 

The Australian model 

While Australia has also been pursuing industrial restructuring it has followed a different 
path to that implied by the Japanese modeL Drawing upon the Scandinavian experience 
Australia has developed a centralised approach to refor1n. This approach is built upon a 
recognition that while labour mobility and wage flexibility in Australia are comparable to 
those of competitors, major deficiencies exist in the areas of education and training ,and in 
work patterns and organisation. These deficiencies are also apparent in New Zealand and the 
two countries share concern over issues of skill development, the resolution of demarcation 
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issues, the rationalisation of union representation and worker participation. 
Centralised restructuring offers a number of benefits. First, it allows through centralised 

wage setting, an element of control over the aggregate ·wage outcome. In contrast, an 
enterprise-based refoun strategy allows no such co-ordination. Second, a centralised approach 
·minimises the problem of fy;ee riding in the area of skills development. This could be a 
significant problem for an economy like New Zealand which is characterised by a large 
number of small fu1ns and, in both Australia and New Zealand, where there is a history of 
dependence on immigration as a means of overcoming skill shortages. A national or industry 
based training strategy also facilitates skill portability and accreditation. Third, initiatives in 
the reforrn of demarcation practices and union rationalisation can be highly effective at the 
industry level whelie they reduce the possibility of unions being excluded as can happen with 
enterprise-based refonn. Fourth, a national strategy of reform can ensure the maintenance of 
minimum wage and working conditions requirements in a way which might not be assured 
when refotms are enterprise-based This reduces the danger that the focus of refonn slips 
from that of higher skilling and value added to one of cost reduction and the enhancement 
of numerical flexibility. 

The essence of the Australian approach is co-operation rather than confrontation. It 
fosters a tripartite (employers, unions and government) approach to restructuring which can 
focus on agr~eed desifed outcomes. Restructuring has involved a revision of the industrial 
relations legislative framework (the Industrial Relations Act 1988), a wage policy which 
encourages productivity gains, a sharing of these gains through .more participativ~e work 
practices and award restructuring. A·ward restructuring focuses on the revision of job 
classifications, pay rates and individual employment tetxns and conditions. At its simplest, 
award restructuring concentrates on the elimination of obsolete job classifications or a 
reduction in the number of such classifications. More elaborate forms include the 
broadbanding of skills and the linking of skills, training and wage levels. 

Interestingly, the difficulties which ,we anticipated with this approach to workplace 
refotms are not dissimilar to those likely to be experienced with a move towai!ds Japanese
type management practices (National Labour Consultafive Council, 1987). Significant shared 
problems include the need for a greater devolution of responsibility within the workplace, 
flatter management structures, a changing emphasis from ~enforcement to coordination for 
supervisory management, obstacles to teamworking and a realignment of wage relativities. 

The principal differences between the two approaches are highlighted in Table 4 below. 
The two approaches take as their focus different levels of analysis. The New Zealand
Japanese model is clearly enterprise centred and its impact is cotiespondingly much less 
diffuse. The emphasis on enterprise refot 111 is also consistent with the provisions of the 
Employment ~Contracts Act 1991.. The Act could be used to increase both qualitative 
(functional) and quantitative flexibility. This is facilitated by the Act's provisions on freedom 
of association and the focus of bargaining on the 'employment contract' as opposed to 
collective agreements. The focus of the Act on dec~entralised, localised, ~enterprise-based 
refotm is more consistent with the philosophy of the Japanese, rather than the Australian 
model (Hince and Vranken, 1991). The Japanese model is also more likely to be initiated by 
management and prompted by traditional enterprise goals of efficiency and profitability. 
There are some examples of award restructuring within New Zealand. The Engineers Union 
in particular has been active in a number of cases including the plastics industry (Chrisp, 
1991), packaging (W~ebster, 1991) and the dairy industry (folich, 1991). These developments 
reflect, in part, the Engineers Union's interest in, ,and involvement with, Australian 
developments (NZAEU, 1991). To date these New Zealand examples are really the exception 
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Table 4 A comparison of the (NZ) Japanese and Australian models of workplace 
refor1n 

FACTORS (NZ) JAPANESE MODEL AUSTRALIAN MODEL 

I 

Level of focus Enterprise Industry 
I 

I Incentive for Enterprise ~efficiency Structural efficiency principles 
refotrn Profitability of the Industrial Commission 

' 

' 

Initiator Enterprise management Work groups reporting to a 
joint/employer union 
consultation group 

Labour Law Employment Contracts Act Industtial Relations Act 1988 
1991 

i 

I 

Likely union I Fragmented or excluded National or industry, some 
structure rationalisation 

Area of impact Concentra.ted Diffused 
. 

I 

I 

I 

' 

I 

' 
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The most ·widespread refonns ar~e those initiated by, and largely confined to, individual 
enterprises (Enderwick, 1991b). The examples of award restructuring do illustrate a number 
of important points. First, it is clear that management must be fntnly committed to the idea 
of refot 01 and appreciative of the very considerable time and resollfCe costs of such initiatives. 
Second, for unions to be involved in the process they must be positive, adaptable and forward 
looking in their in~erplietation of the role of a union in the 1990s. Third, refot n1 is most likely 
to succeed whelie an atmosphere of job security and industry optimism prevails. This is 
perhaps best achieved through joint consultative commitment to refotm. 

While an industry-based approach to workplace refotm has the advantages of offering a 
greater potential impact through the linking of suppliers or clusters of related businesses and 
by enhancing commitment to training it is not without its critics, ev~en in Australia (BCA, 
1989). The Business Council report argues that a centralised industrial relations system does 
not offer significant flexibility to larger companies who must meet international levels of 
competitiveness. What is seen as an antiquated trade union structure, centralised rule making 
which is insensitive to the needs of individual companies and the fact that it is product market 
change which is driving worlqJlace refottn we all marshalled in support of union 
rationalisation along ~enterprise or industry lines, the operation, in the short-tetm, of 
arrangements which exempt from regulated bargaining those companies competing 
internationally and in the longer tetm, the bypassing of union representation in favour of 
dir~ect employee-employer relationships. 

Conclusions 

If New 'Zealand is to adopt the blueprint for increasing international competitiveness 
outl~ed in the Porter Report substantial changes in business thinking and sttategy will be 
necessary. In essenoe, New Zealand companies will need to develop and exploit sustainable 
somces of competitive advantage rather than simply relying on natural climatic advantages. 
Naisbitt and Abudene (1986) argue that the critical strategic resource has shifted from 
production capital, through financial capital to now reside in human capital in the foitD of 
knowledge, infottnation and creativity. This has tremendous implications for employment 
relations within the futn and suggests that New Zealand companies competing internationally 
will seek out new models and approaches to workplace relations. This paper has outlined two 
such approaches. The discussion suggests a number of ,conclusions. 

First, a number of conditions necessary for successful workplace refOIID have been 
identified. These apply regardless of the particular model adopted and include increased job 
security to facilitate risk taking (Harris, 1984), ongoing investment in training and 
dev~elopment (McMorland, 1990), the incorporation of human resource management within 
the broader corporate sttategy (Schuler and Jackson, 1987) and a much longer tetm 
perspective in ,evaluating perfotioance. In addition, management will need to play a new role, 
one based more on facilitation than supervision. If unions are to avoid the danger of being 
marginalised at the workplace they must recognise the new realities and operate appropriately. 

Second, while outlining two alternative approaches to workplace refottn, the economic 
and legal environment in New Zealand is one that clearly favours refotm at the level of the 
enterprise. The arguments for adjustment being based primarily at the firm level are 
compelling. The ~efotms are not just about eliminating rigidities in the labour market but are 
about establishing new management-labour relationships in tetnls of both labour contracts and 
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the institutional arrangements for regulation at the workplace. In many cases the refotnls 
involve reciprocal concessions perhaps in tetms of training, job security and working hours 
in exchange for the adoption of more cooperative arrangements. Since there are a rang~e of 
alternatives in workplace refotnl it may be more appropriate for management, employees and 
their representatives to decide the particular forms they wish to initiate (Boyer, 1988). The 
danger that must be avoided is that labour market deregulation becomes the only focus of 
workplace refo1m. Such a strategy could encourage New Zealand companies to ~emphasise 

cost cutting and discourage the desired policy of higher value adde<l This may be a very real 
danger in an economy like N~e·w Zealand which has developed a wide range of inefficiencies 
during a considerable period of extreme pfotectionism. There is a clear incongruity between 
the government's commitment to the recommendations of the Porter Report and the lik;ely 
impact of the Employment Contracts Act 1991. Indeed our discussion implies that the focus 
on labour market flexibility may be largely misplaced. For small specialist competitors as 
New Zealand companies are .~ely to be internationally, the appropriate flexibility may be on 
the strategic or output side (production levels, differentiation, product innovation) not the 
input side (labour market). 

Third, accepting the potential role that Japanese type management practices could play 
in the refo1n1 of N~ew Zealand's labour Jielations raises three relat~ed questions. The frrst refers 
to the appropriateness of Japanese management practices in the context of a country like N~ew 

Zealand. This in turn compris~es two 11elated issues. The frrst refers to the general problems 
of trans£erring a management model from one country (and culture) to another. The second 
involves the problems which arise because of the distinctive facets of New Zealand as a 
recipient nation. 

'There is a view that the Japanese management model is the result of a unique cultural 
environment and tradition and hence its transferability is limited (lida, 1983). In considering 
its transferability to a Western nation the single most important cultural ~contrast is probably 
the Japanese emphasis on harmony and confot•nity built around the role of the group. 
Rudman (1988) has examined some of the implications of this and other di.fierences between 
Japan and N',ew Zealand. 
. In addition to the issue of appropriateness, thought needs to be given to the question of 

the desirability of achieving refotnl of labour relations through the importation of 'alien' 
management practices .. The Japanese management model has been subject to three significant 
criticisms. 

The frrst is that existing studies of Japanese overseas affiliates are an unreliable basis for 
predicting the likely costs and benefits of adopting such practices. This is because such fums 
are currently enjoying a 'honeymoon' period during which the benefits are ,evident but the 
longer tetin costs hav~e yet to fully emerge (Rehder, 1990). The second strand is the 
identification of some of these costs. Critics have highlighted the rise in work stress and 
safety problems as line speeds are increased and labour used more intensively (Rehder, 1990). 
Those familiar with the work of Kamata (1983) may not be surprised by this. There is also 
conc~em about the position of unions in Japanese plants. Cooperativ~e union behaviour and 
incorporation of union officials as team leaders and first line supervisors has spawned new 
opposition groups such as the New Directions Movement within the UA W (Rehder, 1990). 
Finally, allegations of discriminatory behaviour by Japanese employers in both Europe w:td 
the USA has led to a number of investigations and actions and throws into question the 
desirability of introducing such attitudes into a multi-racial society (Cole and Deskins, 1988; 
Johnson, 1988). The third strand of this concern is recognition that there is no single model 
of Japanese management overseas. Sethi et al. (1984) have identified four distinct models in 

• 
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the USA each of which has quite different implications for the introduction of innovative 
practices. Again, research within New Zealand on these issues is urgently needed. 

The third question to be addressed is the likely impact within New Zealand of Japanese 
management practices. In addition to the transferability issue, the impact of innovative 
management practices on a country's industrial relations is a function of a number of factors. 
The number of investing fnms, their size and spatial concentration will deteunine the direct 
impact (Ackroyd et aL, 1988). There are still relatively few Japanese-owned plants in New 
Zealand, most are small and principally assemblers who were encouraged to establish behind 
strong protectionist barriers. This is tum limits the diffusion of management practices tmough 
linkages with suppliers (Enderwick, 199lb). 

Evidence on the spillover of Japanese-type management practices in the UK and USA 
suggests that to date the impact has been limited. The primary area of impact has been within 
other foreign-owned firms and leading domestic multinationals. A number of fmns have 
adopted aspects of Japanese management such as quality circles. The changes have not 
always been successful or long lived (Smith, 1988). Where the changes have been mofe 
comprehensive and carefully planned the apparent benefits appear significant (Brown and 
Reich, 1989; Turnbull, 1986). 

In addition to concerns about the magnitude and speed of diffusion, doubt has been cast 
on the durability of these practices (Rico, 1987). Many of the innovative Japanese and 
imitating domestic producers are smaU, single product fmns established on greenfield sites. 
How well these practices will fare in transfer to established multi-product fu1ns is uncertain. 
Many of the most successful deals have involved technical employees or plants producing 
mature products using a large percentage of unskilled, often female, labour. Whether fmns 
with a more heterogeneous product and employment mix can adopt these practices is unclear. 

Fourth, and finally, the fole of the state in refo1m of New Zealand workplace relations 
is not clear. The present government appears to desire enterprise led refottn with minimal 
direct stat~e involv,ement. They appear to have given little thought to the inconsistency alluded 
to earlier between strategic dwection for the economy and labour ~et refo1m. 'There is a 
very real danger that ~enterprise refotm for many fnn1s will be intetpreted as an opportunity 
.for a coordinated offensive against organised labour. This is unlikely to be in the best 
interests of an ,economy seeking new strategic direction through higher value added. As 
Brosnan et al. (1991) observe, the process of centrally led refottn has in many ways 
reinforced a long tradition of labour market operation. In New Zealand radical refottn has 
engineered legislative and institutional changes which represent a fundamental departure from 
past practices. Such a strategy is unlikely to be the most successful in ~enhancing sustainable 
international competitiv,eness. 
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